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Parsing In teract ions and a Mul t i - leve l  Parser  
Formal ism Based on Cascaded A T N s  

Th. Christaller, D. IVletzing 
Report No. GEN-11, November 1982. In Sparck Jones, K. and 
Wilks, Y., Eds., Automatic Natural Language Parsing. Horwood, 
Chichester, 1983. 

We first provide a short linguistic motivation for the 
need for parsing formalisms more general than, for  
example, ATNs. We then present such a formalism 
using as an example a cascaded ATN developed ac- 
cording to the object-oriented computation paradigm. 
Central to this part of our paper is the formulation of 
a correct  backtracking algorithm for CATNs. We then 
describe some generalisations that proved to be neces- 
sary for this formalism to be applicable in the develop- 
ment of dialogue grammars, which was our original 
concern. These include the possibility of using several 
types of processes (not  necessarily ATNs) at every 
stage of the cascade; a solution to the problem of li- 
nearising tokens between different stages; and an al- 
gorithm for specifying when certain stages may be 
bypassed. 

Knowledge -based  NL Access  to D i f fe ren t  Do- 
mains of Discourse w i th  the  A I - S y s t e m  
H A M - A N S  

Th. Christaller, W.  v.Hahn, W.  Hoeppner, H. Marbur- 
ger, K. Morik, B. Nebel, W.  Wahlster 
Report No. ANS-12. In Slama, R., Ed., Workshop Sprachverar- 
beitung, December 1982. GMD Bonn, 1982: 100-135. 

This report  describes the overall goals of the natural 
language system HAM-ANS (HAMburg Application- 
oriented Natural Language System),  which is currently 
being developed at the University of Hamburg. The 
project 's  more specific research topics are divided into 
application demands (e.g., optimization,  portabil i ty) 
and basic research (e.g., explanation component ,  ex- 
plicit partner model). HAM-ANS encompasses three 
different application classes: natural language access to 
a vision system (traffic at a street crossing), to a data 
base system (fishery data),  and for guiding a competi-  

tive dialogue with a client (hotel reservation situation). 
We introduce the system's general archi tecture and 
knowledge sources, and describe two processing com- 
ponents in greater detail: the semantic-oriented ATN 
Parser and the strategy for evaluating the internal 
representat ion of a user's question. The final section 
contains implementat ion data and a description of 
modifications of the LISP/FUZZY programming envi- 
ronment.  The appendix shows the processing of an 
example utterance throughout  the system and excerpts 
from its various external knowledge sources. 

An Objec t -o r ien ted  A p p r o a c h  for  the Real izat ion 
of C o m p l e x  Contro l  S t ruc tures  

Th. Christaller 
Report No. GEN-13. In Stoyan, H. and Wedekind, H., Eds., 
Objekt-orientierte Software- und Hardwarearchitekturen. 
Teubner, Stuttgart, 1983: 300-318. 

The use of object-oriented programming languages is 
often equated to the user of abstract data types. This 
is only one aspect of object-oriented programming. In 
this paper we show how to realize simple and complex 
control structures in a clear and comprehensible way 
using objects and the computing paradigm based on 
message passing. The given examples are presented in 
terms of the flavor system which enables one to pro- 
gram in LISP in an object-or iented style. We describe 
two different  implementat ion techniques of control  
structures - by means of the conditional and simple 
iteration schemes. We then present very general forms 
of backtracking and co-routines,  whose usefulness 
relies on the fact that the flavor system allows multiple 
inheritance of information between flavors. This is 
demonstrated by sketching the implementation of an 
interpreter  for  cascaded recursive transition network 
grammars, in order to show how to combine control 
structures of different types without one of them pre- 
dominating. 

M a r k e t  Inquiry  for  Natura l  Language Access  
S y s t e m  

K. Morik 
Report No. ANS-14, February 1983. 

Application-oriented work on natural language systems 
(NLS) is not only to be justified by linguistic or soft- 
ware ergonomic considerations, but also by the needs 
and requirements of the users and customers. While 
there are several user studies, systematic evaluation 
studies for particular NLS, and experience with applied 
NLS, no study has yet been published that determines 
the demand for NLS and the requirements of potential 
customers. This report  presents in detail the results 
f rom a market  inquiry in the field of German  NLS. 
The statistical data f rom the qualitative inquiry and 
some examples stemming from the quantitative inquiry 
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are analyzed. It is shown that customers expect NLS 
to go beyond the limitations of question answering. 

Over -answer ing  Y e s - N o  Quest ions:  Extended 
Responses in a NL- In ter face  to a Vision Sys tem 

W. Wahlster, H. Marburger, A. Jameson, S. 
Busemann 
Report No. ANS-15. In Proceedings of  the 8th IJCAI. Karlsruhe, 
1983: 643-646. 

The paper  addresses the prob lem of over -answer ing  
yes-no questions, i.e. of generating extended respon-  
ses that provide additional informat ion to yes-no ques- 
tions that  pragmat ica l ly  must  be in te rpre ted  as wh- 
questions. Although the general notion of extended 
responses has already been explored, our paper  reports  
on the first a t tempt  to build a NL system able to elab- 
orate on a response as a result of anticipating obvious 
fol low-up quest ions,  in part icular  by providing addi- 
tional case role fillers, by using more specific quantifi-  
ers and by generating partial answers to both  parts of 
questions containing coordinating conjunctions. As a 
further  innovation,  the system explicitly deals with the 
informat iveness-s impl ic i ty  t rade-of f  when generat ing 
extended responses.  We describe both  an efficient  
implementa t ion  of the p roposed  methods ,  which use 
message passing as realized by the FLAVOR mecha-  
nism and the extensive linguistic knowledge incorpo- 
rated in the verbal izat ion component .  The structure of 
the implemented NL generat ion componen t  is illustrat- 
ed using a detailed example of the sys tem's  per form-  
ance as an interface to an image understanding system. 

Beyond Domain - Independence :  Exper ience w i t h  
the D e v e l o p m e n t  of a German Language Access 
S y s t e m  to Highly  Diverse  Background Systems.  

W. Hoeppner, T. Chirstaller, H. Marburger, K. i o r i k ,  
B. Nebel, M. O'Leary, W. Wahlster 
Report No. ANS-16. In Proceedings of  the 8th IJCAI. Karlsruhe, 
1983: 588-594. 

For  natural  language dialog systems,  going beyond  
domain independence means the a t tempt  to create a 
core system that can serve as a basis for interfaces to 
various appl icat ion classes that  differ  not only with 
respect  to the domain of discourse but also with re- 
spect to dialog type, user type, intended system behav-  
ior, and background system. In the design and imple- 
menta t ion of HAM-ANS, which is presently operat ional  
as an interface to an expert  system, a vision system 
and a data base  system, we have shown that  going 
beyond domain independence is possible. HAM-ANS is 
a large natural language dialog system with both con- 
siderable depth and breadth,  which accepts typed input 
in colloquial G e r m a n  and produces  typed  G e r m a n  
responses quickly enough to make it practical for real- 
time interaction. One goal of this paper  is to report  
on the lessons learned during the real izat ion of the 

system HAM-ANS. This paper  introduces the overall  
structure of the system's  processing units and knowl- 
edge sources. In addition we describe some of the 
innovative features concerning the s trategy of semantic  
interpretat ion.  

Explanat ion C o m p o n e n t s  as Dialog Tools  

W. Wahlster 
Report No. ANS-17. In Off ice Management. Sonderheft, 1983: 
45-48.  

This paper  discusses the relevance of explanat ion com- 
ponents  for knowledge-based  dialog systems and moti-  
vates the need for such modules.  First, the various 
tasks of an explanat ion componen t  are described an a 
general architecture for  such a componen t  is proposed.  
Then the broad range of applications of explanat ion 
components  is illustrated by several  implemented  ex- 
amples f rom the current  AI literature. In particular,  
the explanat ion  componen t s  of a b a c k g a m m o n  pro-  
gram (QBKG), a compute r -a ided  design sys tem 
(CADHELP) and our natural  language sys tem 
HAM-ANS are examined. As a negative example  we 
discuss the explanation componen t  of a nuclear-power  
plan consultant  and identify some serious flaws in its 
design. Finally, six guidelines for the design of expla- 
nation components  summarize  the main results of the 
paper.  

The  Contr ibut ion  of Art i f icial  Inte l l igence to the  
H u m a n  Factors of Appl icat ion  S o f t w a r e  

W. v.Hahn 
Report No. GEN-I& In Blaser, A. and Zoepprtiz, M., Eds., En- 
duser Systems and their  Human Factors. Springer, Heidelberg, 
1983: 128-138. 

This paper  deals with some mechanical ,  cognitive and 
social aspects of e rgonomy in the following fields of 
Artificial Intelligence: vision, robotics,  theorem prov-  
ing, speech recognit ion,  natural  language processing.  
A few benefi ts  that are now visible are shown. To 
evaluate  the use of natural  language AI-systems,  re- 
search (1) must consider the natural  (language) envi- 
ronment  of the problem-solving process with its heter-  
ogeneous types of information and (2) must appreciate  
highly restr icted language u t te rances  as linguistically 
appropriate  to specific task environments .  The bene-  
fits of future natural language systems depend on three 
conditions. 
- dominance of cognitive and communicat ive  abilities 

over  linguistic ones, 
- realization of an elementary,  dynamic par tner  mod-  

el, 
- t ransparency,  as provided by an explanation com- 

ponent.  
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D e m a n d  and R e q u i r e m e n t s  for  Natura l  Lan- 
guage Sys tems.  Results  of an Enquiry.  

K. Morik 
Report No. ANS-19. Extended version of a paper in Proceed- 
ings of the 8th IJCAI, Karlsruhe, 1983: 647-649. 

Applicat ion-oriented work on natural language systems 
(NLS) is not only to be justified by linguistic or soft- 
ware ergonomic considerations,  but also by the needs 
and requirements of users and customers.  While sev- 
eral user studies exist, systematic evaluation studies for 
particular NLS, and experience with applied NLS, no 
study has yet been published that  determines the de- 
mand for NLS and the requirements  of potential  cus- 
tomers. This article presents in detail the results f rom 
a market  inquiry in the field of German  NLS. The 
statistical data f rom the qualitative inquiry and exam- 
ples s temming from the quanti tat ive inquiry are ana- 
lyzed. 

The  Dia logue S y s t e m  H A M - A N S :  w h a t  it is 
based on, h o w  it w o r k s  and to w h o m  it 
responds 

W.  Hoeppner, K. Morik 
Report No, ANS-20. In Linguistisch Berichte. 88, December 
1983. 

This contribution has two objects.  In the first section, 
the position of language-oriented research in the field 
of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and its relevance to relat- 
ed disciplines is more closely defined and our theoreti-  
cal approach  in the deve lopment  of HAM-ANS 
(Hamburg  Appl ica t ion-Or ien ted  Natura l  Language  
System) is outlined. In the following two sections, this 
system is presented with an emphasis  on aspects which 
are of theoretical interest. Although details of imple- 
menta t ion are for the most  part  omitted, it is to be 
emphasized  that  all of the processes  and knowledge  
bases described have been fully implemented.  

After  an introduction to the three dialogue situa- 
tions investigated in our project,  the organizat ion of 
the system as a whole is elucidated on the basis of 
examples taken f rom one of the domains of discourse: 
A Hotel  Reservat ion Situation. The final section is 
devoted to a special problem of pragmatics:  represent-  
ation and application of user modelling in an AI sys- 
tem. 

tained in the question as candidates for the additional 
information contained in an extended response. It is 
shown that,  in a visually present  domain of discourse, 
case role filling for the construct ion of an extended 
response can be regarded as a side effect  of the visual 
search necessary  to answer  a quest ion containing a 
locomot ion  verb. The paper  describes the various 
representat ion constructions used in the Ge rman  lan- 
guage dialog system HAM-ANS for  dealing with the 
semantics of locomotion verbs and illustrates their use 
in generating extended responses.  In particular, we 
outline the structure of the geometrical  scene descrip- 
tion, the representat ion of events in a logic-oriented 
semantic representat ion language, the case-f rame lexi- 
con and the representa t ion of the referential  semantics 
based on the Flavor  system. The emphasis  is on a 
detailed presenta t ion  of the appl icat ion of objec t -  
or iented p rogramming  methods  for coping with the 
semantics of locomotion verbs. The process of gener- 
ating an extended response is illustrated by an exten-  
sively annota ted  trace. 

Natura l  Language Data  Base Access  w i t h  
H A M - A N S :  Syntac t ic  Cor respondence ,  Natura l  
Language Quant i f i ca t ion  and S e m a n t i c  M o d e l  of 
the  Doma in  of D iscourse  

H. Marburger, B. Nebel 
Report No. ANS-22. In Schmidt, J.W., Ed., Sprachen fur  
Datenbanken. Berlin, 1983: 26-41.  

This article describes our approach to the solution of 
three basic problems which arise in interfacing a natu- 
ral language system to a background system (especially 
to a relat ional  data  base m a n a g e m e n t  system):  the 
communica t ion  be tween  the systems,  the t ranslat ion 
process f rom the internal representat ional  language of 
the natural  language system into the data base query 
language, and the representat ion of conceptual  knowl- 
edge about  the domain of discourse. 

The coupling of the systems is elucidated with the 
aid of the ISO reference  model  of ' open  sys tem 
interconnect ion ' .  Syntactic t ransformat ion  is demon-  
strated using the t rea tment  of natural- language quanti-  
fiefs as an example.  Finally the structures for repre-  
senting conceptual  knowledge are discussed with refer-  
ence to a selected part  of a data base schema. 

Case Role Filling as a Side Ef fect  of Visual  
Search 

H. Marburger, W.  Wahlster 
Report No. ANS-21. In Proceedings of the First EACL Meeting. 
Pisa, 1983. 

This paper  addresses the problem of generating com- 
municatively adequate extended responses in the ab- 
sence of specific knowledge concerning the intentions 
of the questioner. We formulate  and justify a heuristic 
for the selection of optional deep case slots not con- 

The  Semant ics  and Pragmat ics  of A n s w e r s :  An  
A n n o t a t e d  Bib l iography 

A. Jameson 
Memo No. GEN-12, October 1982. 

This bibl iography focuses selectively on works within 
the fields of linguistics, philosophy, and artificial intel- 
ligence which, at least in part ,  t reat  some aspect  of the 
semantics  or pragmat ics  of answers  or quest ion an- 
swering. The relevant  parts  of each of the 75 works 
listed are annotated.  The systematic index which pre- 
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cedes the annota t ions  is organized around the main 
ca tegor ies  'Answer  Class i f ica t ions ' ,  ' P r agmat i c  
Analyses ' ,  'P rob lems  of Answer  Formula t ion ' ,  
'Answers  to Part icular  Types  of Ques t ions ' ,  and 
'Analyt ical  F rameworks ' .  The int roduct ion explains 
the categories used in the index and gives a brief over-  
view of the literature covered. 

Is LISP a "Slow" Language? 

B. Nebel 
Memo No. ANS-13, February 1983. 

An exper iment  is described which compares  runtimes 
of a large collection of PASCAL- and LISP-programs 
on a DEC-system-10 computer .  The most  important  
result of this comparison is that  in most  cases com- 
piled LISP-programs are as fast  as the equivalent  
PASCAL-programs..  This result gives rise to the con- 
clusion that  in a similar setting (machine and quality 
of the language processors)  one is not constrained to 
the use of convent ional  p rogramming  languages be-  
cause of runtime-efficiency.  

Evaluative Utterances and the Representat ion 
of Valuat ions 

K. Morik 
Memo No. ANS-14, March 1983. 

Evaluat ive  u t terances  and their  use in dialogues are 
investigated. Adequate  representat ions of such ut ter-  
ances are discussed, and two approaches  are com- 
pared: the goal approach and the feature approach.  

PEVAL: The Interface be tween  the H A M - A N S  
Core System and P A S C A L / R  Databases 

M. O'Leary 
Memo No. ANS-15, Apri l  1983. 

The PEVAL package  is a syntax-d i rec ted  t ranslat ion 
sys tem that  serves as the in terface  be tween  the 
HAM-ANS core sys tem and a PASCAL/R da tabase  
system. This paper  describes the details of the PEVAL 
package.  It  will be useful for readers who want  to 
become  acquainted with the package  as one of the 
components  of the HAM-ANS system, but it is espe- 
cially intended for p rogrammers  who will extend the 
current  version to process more complex input expres-  
sions and to genera te  more  varied responses.  This 
repor t  therefore  focuses on the funct ions of the 
PEVAL package themselves,  outlining their algorithms, 
describing their present  abilities, and giving sugges- 
tions for extensions of these abilities. 

Dialog Sequences wi th  the System H A M - A N S  

W. Hoeppner, H. Marburger 
Memo No. ANS-16, May 1983. 

This memo  contains examples  of dialogues with the 
G e r m a n  natural  language access sys tem HAM-ANS 

(Hamburg Applicat ion Or iented  Natura l  Language  
System) in three different applications classes: First 
the system takes the role of a hotel manager  and re- 
sponds to questions of a client concerning details of a 
hotel room. In the second dialogue the system access- 
es data f rom a vision system, the specific domain of 
this application being a sequence of images which were 
recorded at a street  intersection. The third dialogue is 
concerned  with natural  language access to a large 
PASCAL/R da tabase  containing f ishery data.  The 
internal processing of each user ut terance is annota ted  
by the sys tem's  built-in tracing facilities. In addition, 
more  detai led in format ion  abou t  distinguishing fea-  
tures is provided. 

I:1 I:1 

Copies of the following technical reports  can be ob-  
tained by writing 

Ms. Hilary Whi teway Cohen  
Depar tment  of Compu te r  and Informat ion  Science 
The Moore  School of Electrical Engineering / D2 
Universi ty of Pennsylvania  
Philadelphia, PA 19104 

Automat ic  Enhancement  of a Data Base Knowl-  
edge Representat ion Used for Natural Language 
Generat ion 

Kathleen F. McCoy 
Technical Report No. MS-CIS-81-06. 

The purpose of this paper  is to describe the ENHANCE 
system. ENHANCE automatical ly generates  part  of a 
data  base  knowledge  represen ta t ion  used for  natural  
language generation.  

The genera t ion sys tem TEXT answers  quest ions 
about  the s t ructure  of a data  base.  The knowledge  
representat ion used by TEXT is a taxonomic descrip- 
tion of the data base augmented  with descriptive at- 
tr ibutes at each node. ENHANCE generates  this repre-  
sentat ion below the actual enti ty classes in the data 
base. It uses the logical descript ion of the data base,  
the actual data base values, and some world knowl- 
edge axioms to generate  descriptions of sub-classes of 
the enti ty classes. These descriptions will enhance the 
genera t ion sys tem to give richer descr ipt ions of the 
data base. 

This paper  describes the knowledge representa t ion  
used by TEXT and explains how this representa t ion  is 
augmented  by the ENHANCE system. 

Invoking a Beginner's Aid Processor by Recog- 
nizing JCL Goal 

Jeffrey C. Shrager 

Technical Report MS-CLS-81-07 
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Typical help processors are invoked explicitly by the 
user or implicitly when an error occurs. Often a begin- 
ner will not know that he needs help because the inef- 
ficient use of commands  will get the job done without 
raising errors. WIZARD is an expert  system that rec- 
ognizes beginner misbehaviors  and can automatical ly 
start  a help transaction. 

The WIZARD processor  relies on a special purpose,  
dynamic, pat tern  matcher  directed by a K L - O n e  based 
knowledge network. An author studies logs of begin- 
ner interact ions and develops  sequence rules which 
parse and properly identify misbehaviors.  Objects  that  
drive the parser to understand VAX DCL commands  
are coded into the network and a set of semantic pro- 
gramming utilities is used to per form actual goal recog- 
nition. 

This thesis deals primarily with the implementat ion 
of such a goal recognizing expert  invocation system. 
It  is the WIZARD documenta t ion  and final working 
report.  I discuss the motivat ions for the design of the 
system and detail the knowledge base and heuristics 
that support  goal recognition. Some issues of generali- 
ty are taken up and potential  topics for later research 
are presented which will extend WlZARD's capabilities. 

A Skeleta l  A u t o m a t o n  Approach  To The Infer- 
ence Problem for Contex t -Free  Languages 
(Thesis) 

Leona F. Fass 
Technical Report MS-CIS-81-08. 

The inference prob lem for con tex t - f ree  languages is 
approached f rom an automata- theore t ic  point of view, 
through the inference of the skeletal  au tomata  de- 
scribed by Levy and Joshi. Techniques for construct-  
ing finite state machines f rom specifications of their 
behavior  are adapted  to this class of tree au tomata  
which have, as their behavior,  sets of skeletons (trees 
labelled only on their frontier nodes).  It  is shown that 
when a bound on the number  of states of the au toma-  
ton is known, the minimal machine may be inferred 
f rom a finite sample of its behavior.  Since these au- 
tomata  are known to recognize exact ly the sets of 
skeletons of derivation trees of context- f ree  languages, 
a consequence of this machine inference is grammati -  
cal inference. Given a suitably chosen finite sample of 
the derivation trees of good words in a context- f ree  
language, it is shown that a grammar  for the language 
may be obtained f rom the resultant inferred skeletal 
automaton.  Thus the language will be learned f rom a 
finite (structured) sample of its words. 

Natural  Language Research at  the Univers i ty  of 
Pennsylvania  - 1981 

Bonnie Lynn Webber and Tim Finin (eds.) 

Technical Report MS-CIS-81-10. December 1981 

This report  summarizes the natural  language process-  
ing research done at the Univers i ty  of Pennsylvania  
during 1981 and discusses the directions we are taking 
in our current  research. Seven natural language pro-  
jects are described as well as several  related ones. 

(An abbrevia ted  version of this repor t  appeared in 
the Sigart special issue on natural language processing, 
1982). 

A General  Incrementa l  Evaluator  for A t t r ibu te  
Grammars  

Fahimeh Jalili and Jean Gallier 
Technical Report MS-CIS-81- I 1. 

This paper  describes a new evaluator  for  a t t r ibute  
grammars ,  noncircular  or circular. The ordering of 
a t t r ibutes  and their evaluat ion is accompl ished by a 
single procedure that  simulates a depth-f irs t  search of 
the dependency  graph for a given input. The depen-  
dency graph is not constructed.  Instead the algebraic 
semantic  tree and the dependency  graphs of the prod-  
uctions which implicitly represent  the dependency  
graph are used. The incremental  version of the evalu- 
ator is obtained by a simple modification. It avoids 
reevaluat ion of those at tr ibutes whose values are not 
affected by the modifications of the input. The evalu- 
ator  has time complexi ty linear in the number  of at- 
t r ibutes  needed to specify the meaning of the input 
string, and has space complexi ty linear in the size of 
the parse tree. 

An Algor i thm for Parsing Nominal  C o m p o u n d s  

Timothy W. Finin 
Technical Report MS-CIS-81-12. December 1981 

This note describes an algorithm used to "parse"  
strings of nominal  modifiers.  It  has been  used as a 
componen t  of a larger system which builds semantic 
in terpreta t ions  of nominal  compounds  such as 
"a luminum fuel pump repairs"  and "navigat ion equip- 
ment  failure rates".  The algorithm is constrained to 
examining consti tuents which lie within a three posi- 
tion window. 

Taking the Ini t iat ive in Natural  Language Data  
Base Interact ions:  Just i fy ing W h y  

Bonnie L. Webber and Aravind K. Joshi 
Technical Report MS-CIS-82-OI. 

This report  describes our work to date on one aspect  
of what  we are calling "Ex tended  Natural  Language 
Data  Base Interact ions" .  This is our work on produc-  
ing just if icat ions for sys tem responses  to data base  
queries. In this repor t  we consider three issues: 
(1) what  justification a query calls for  
(2) what  justification the system can give 
(3) what consti tutes a clear and unders tandable  justi- 

fication 
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concentrat ing on the third. This we discuss in terms 
of succinct justifications that do not say more than is 
necessary and wel l -s t ructured justif ications that  the 
user can understand and evaluate. 

(A shortened version of this paper  appears  in the 
Proc. C O L I N G - 8 2 ,  Prague Czechoslovakia.)  

Translating KL-ONE from Interlisp to FranzLisp 

Timothy W. Finin 
Technical Report MS-CIS-82-02. 

This paper  describes an effor t  to translate the Interlisp 
KL-ONE system into FranzLisp to enable it to be run 
on a DEC PDP-11/780 VAX computer .  Our approach 
was to first build a general purpose inter-dialect  Lisp 
t ranslat ion sys tem that  is driven by t rans format ion  
rules. We then developed a set of specific Interlisp to 
FranzLisp  t ranslat ion rules and an appropr ia te  run- 
time support  system for the resulting FranzLisp  ver-  
sion of KL-ONE. The current  collection of Interlisp to 
FranzLisp  rules, which is tai lored for t ranslat ing 
KL-ONE, numbers  about  forty. The run-t ime support  
envi ronment  (dubbed In terFranz)  contains about  250 
functions,  mostly macros.  In addition, a rudimentary 
DWIM-like facility has been  developed to handle cer- 
tain classes of expressions which tend to slip through 
the translation process. 

(An abbreviated version of this repor t  appears  in 
Proceedings of the Second KL-ONE Workshop)  

compound  strings may  require only a relat ively 
shallow analysis. 

(3) When is it appropr ia te  to use nominal  compounds?  
We would like to formulate  the conditions when a 
particular nominal  compound  is likely to be accu- 
rately and efficiently interpreted by a hearer.  

(An abbrev ia ted  version of this pape r  appears  in 
Penn Linguistics Review, 1982) 

Processing of Sentences wi th  Intra-Sentential  
Code-Switching 

Aravind K. Joshi 
Technical Report MS-CIS-82-04. 

Speakers of certain bilingual communit ies  systematical-  
ly produce ut terances in which they switch f rom one 
language to another ,  possibly several  t imes in the 
course of an ut terance.  The two language sys tems 
systemat ical ly  interact  with each o ther  in the prod-  
uction (and recognit ion) of these sentences.  We have 
investigated this phenomenon  in a formal  or computa -  
t ional f r amework  which consists of two grammat ica l  
systems and a mechanism for switching be tween the 
two systems. A variety of constraints  apparent  in these 
two sentences  are then explained in te rms of con-  
straints on the switching mechanism. Constraints  on 
the switching closed class items appear  pre-eminent ly  
in this f ramework.  This investigation has relevance to 
issues in processing of monolingual  ut terances.  

The Interpretat ion of Nominal Compounds in 
Discourse 

T i m o t h y  W.  Finin 

Technical Report MS-CLS-82-03. 

In earlier work we described a system which built se- 
mant ic  in terpre ta t ions  of nominal  compounds  - se- 
quences of two or more nouns (or nominal  adjectives) 
which function as a unit. Our initial system took the 
representat ions of the concepts  making up the com- 
pound and synthesized a number  of concepts  which 
represented  possible in terpreta t ions .  Each candidate  
interpretat ion was then assigned an "appropr i a t eness"  
measure based on a variety of factors. One source of 
knowledge which was not used was the discourse con- 
text. Nominal  compounding is of ten used as a naming 
device to refer  to a concept  already introduced, either 
directly or indirectly, into the discourse. 

Our current  work in this area centers around three 
questions: 
(1) How can we effectively use discourse context  as a 

pr imary source of evidence for both  hypothesizing 
candidate  in terpre ta t ions  (roughly in order  of 
plausibility) and for choosing a preferred interpre- 
tat ion f rom among them? 

(2) H o w  much analysis is really required to do an 
adequate  job of unders tanding nominal  com- 
pounds used in discourse? We believe that  many 

Generating Natural Language Tex t  in Response 
to Quest ions about Database Structure 

Kathleen R. i c K e o w n  
Technical Report MS-CIS-82-05. 

There are two major  aspects of compute r -based  text 
generat ion:  1) determining the content  and textual  
shape of what  is to be said; and 2) t ransforming that  
message into natural  language. Emphasis  in this re- 
search has been  on a computa t iona l  solution to the 
questions of what to say and how to organize it effec-  
tively. A generat ion method was developed and im- 
plemented in a system called TEXT that  uses principles 
of discourse structure, discourse coherency,  and rele- 
vancy criterion. 

The main features of the generat ion method devel- 
oped for  the TEXT strategic c o m p o n e n t  include 1) 
selection of re levant  informat ion  for  the answer,  2) 
the pairing of rhetorical techniques for communica t ion  
(such as analogy) with discourse purposes (for exam- 
ple, providing definitions) and 3) a focusing mecha-  
nism. Rhetorical  techniques, which encode aspects of 
discourse structure, are used to guide the selection of 
proposi t ions  f rom a re levant  knowledge  pool. The 
focusing mechanism aids in the organiza t ion  of the 
message by constraining the selection of informat ion 
to be talked about  next to that which ties in with the 
previous discourse in an appropr ia te  way. 
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The E N H A N C E  System: Creating Meaningful  
Sub-Types in a Database Knowledge Represent-  
ation for Natural Language Generat ion 

Kathleen McCoy 
Technical Report MS-CIS-82-06. 

The knowledge representat ion is an important  factor  in 
natural language generat ion since it limits the semantic 
capabilities of the generat ion system. It  is, however,  a 
tedious task to hand code a knowledge representat ion 
which reflects both  a user 's  view of a domain and the 
way that  domain is modelled in the database.  A system 
is presented which uses the contents of the database to 
form part  of a da tabase  knowledge represen ta t ion  
automatically.  It augments  a database  scheme depict- 
ing the database structure used for natural  language 
generation. Computat ional  solutions are presented for 
deriving the information types contained in the sche- 
ma. Three types of world knowledge axioms are used 
to ensure that the representat ion formed is meaningful  
and contains salient information.  

Inferring Monitors on Natural Language Queries 
on Relational Database 

Sitaramaswamy Lanka 

Technical Report MS-CIS-82-07. 

In this thesis a Natural  Language interface to a data-  
base management  system has been  designed that  has 
the capabili ty to offer  to moni tor  for the relevant  fu- 
ture changes of the da tabase  and later  provide that  
additional information whenever  it is available. This is 
based on the syntactic structure of the question and 
also semantic information regarding updatabil i ty of the 
contents of database.  

User Participation in the Reasoning Processes 
of Expert  Systems 

Martha Pollack, Julia Hirschberg, and Bonnie Webber 

Technical Report MS-CIS-82-09 

We argue that  expert  systems, if they are to satisfy the 
legitimate needs of their users, must include dialogue 
capabilities as sophisticated as those proposed in cur- 
rent Natural  Language research. Our claims are corro-  
bora ted  by analysis of t ranscripts  of a "na tura l ly-  
occurring" expert  system, a radio talk show in which 
callers ask an expert  for financial advice. We present  
data demonstrat ing that  user-expert  dialogues are best 
viewed as a negotiation process, and we describe the 
exchanges that compose the dialogue in terms of the 
motivations,  goals, strategies, and moves of the partici- 
pants. Included is a catalog of the motivations,  goals, 
and strategies observed in the expert  and in the users. 

(A shortened version of this paper  will appear  in 
the Proceedings of AAAI-82 . )  

Extended Natural Language Data Base 
Interactions 

Bonnie Webber, Aravind Joshi, Eric Mays and Kath- 
leen McKeown 
Technical Report MS-CIS-82-I0. 

For  many  years, the most  f requently given reason for 
developing natural  language interaction with comput-  
ers was that  it would increase their accessibili ty to 
infrequent  (and possibly naive) users. Such users 
would not have to learn a host of languages and proto-  
cols in order to get the information they desired: they 
could express their needs and requests as they would 
everyday.  

This viewpoint has led to valuable research aimed 
at removing artificial constraints on a user 's  f reedom 
of expression, and useful results continue to appear.  
But just expanding the ways a query can be phrased 
and still unders tood does not in itself guarantee fruit- 
ful Natural  Language interactions. This paper  presents 
two complemen ta ry  direct ions for  extending Natura l  
Language  interfaces to data bases,  which can make  
them more useful systems. These extensions make 
Natura l  Language  interfaces less simply " w i n d o w s "  
through which data can be called into view, and more 
"art iculate exper ts"  on the data base system and what 
it represents .  The research we discuss involves (1) 
broadening the range of query types that can be han- 
dled and (2) extending the range of responses that can 
be provided. 

(This paper  will appear  in a special issue of the 
Internat ional  Journal of Computers  and Mathemat ics  
edited by Nick Cercone,  Simon Fraser  University.)  

Augment ing  a Database Knowledge Represen- 
tation for Natural Language Generat ion 

Kathleen Filliben McCoy 
Technical Report MS-CIS-82-11. 

The knowledge representat ion is an important  factor  in 
natural language generat ion since it limits the semantic  
capabilities of the generat ion system. This paper  iden- 
tifies several information types in a knowledge repre-  
sentat ion that  can be used to generate  meaningful  
responses to questions about  database  structure. Cre-  
ating such a knowledge representat ion,  however,  is a 
long tedious process. A system is presented which uses 
the contents  of the da tabase  to fo rm par t  of  this 
knowledge represen ta t ion  automatical ly .  It  employs  
three types of world knowledge axioms to ensure that 
the representat ion formed is meaningful  and contains 
salient information.  

Taking the Init iat ive in Natural  Language Data 
Base Interactions: Moni tor ing as Response 

Eric Mays, Aravind K. Joshi, and Bonnie L. Webber 
Technical Report MS-CIS-82-13. 
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This note is intended as a status report  on our ongoing 
work in the area of natural language interaction with 
dynamic knowledge bases.  Specifically, we discuss 
that port ion of our research involving the offer  by 
the ques t ion-answer ing sys tem to moni tor  for future 
changes in the knowledge base. 

(This paper  appears  in the Proceedings of E C A I -  
82, Orsay,  France.)  

An Expert System That  Volunteers Advice 

Jeff Shrager, Tim Finin 
Technical Report MS-CLS-82-15. 

This paper  describes the design and implementa t ion of 
an expert  system that provides novice users with help 
in using the VAX/VMS operat ing system. The most  
interesting feature of our advisor is that  it follows the 
user 's  interactions with the system and volunteers its 
help when it believes that  the user would benefi t  f rom 
advice. The user need not ask for  help or raise an 
error condition. The advisor recognizes correct  yet 
inefficient command  sequences and helps the beginner  
become more proficient by indicating how these tasks 
may be done more efficiently. 

(An abbrevia ted  version of this report  appears  in 
Proceedings of AAAI-82 . )  

Help and Advice in Task Oriented Systems 

Timothy W. Finin 
Technical Report MS-CIS-82-22. 

This note describes current  work at the Universi ty of 
Pennsylvania  centered  a round providing intelligent 
help and advice to users of interactive task oriented 
systems. This work has focused on three general  
themes: (1) Help systems should be active rather  than 
passive; (2) help systems should contain explicit mod-  
els of the user, the task and the system utility being 
used and (3) the help system should engage in an in- 
teractive dialogue with the user in order to identify the 
informat ion  he really needs. An exper imenta l  help 
system, WIZARD, has been  implemented  for  the 
VAX/VMS operat ing system to explore some of these 
issues. 

Parsing wi th  Logical Variables 

Timothy W. Finin and Martha S. Palmer 
Technical Report MS-CIS-82-23. 

Logic based p rogramming  systems have enjoyed an 
increasing popular i ty  in applied AI  work  in the last 
few years. One of the contr ibutions to Computa t iona l  
Linguistics made by the Logic Programming Paradigm 
has been the Definite Clause Grammar .  In comparing 
D C G ' s  with previous parsing mechanisms  such as 
ATN's ,  certain clear advantages  are seen. We feel that 
the most  important  of these advantages  are due to the 
use of Logical Variables with Unification as the funda-  

mental  operat ion on them. To illustrate the power  of 
the Logical Variable,  we have implemented  an experi-  
mental  A T N  sys tem which t reats  A T N  registers as 
Logical Variables and provides a unification opera t ion 
over  them. We would like to simultaneously encour-  
age the use of the powerful  mechanisms available in 
D C G ' s ,  and demonst ra te  that  some of these techniques 
can be cap tured  without  re ference  to a resolut ion 
theorem prover.  

The Text  System for Natural  Language Genera-  
tion: An O v e r v i e w  

Kathleen R. McKeown 
Technical Report MS-CIS-82-51. 

C o m p u t e r - b a s e d  genera t ion  of natural  language re- 
quires considera t ion of two dif ferent  types  of p rob-  
lems: 1) determining the content  and textual shape of 
what  is to be said, and 2) t ransforming that  message 
into English. A computa t ional  solution to the prob-  
lems of deciding what  to say and how to organize it 
effect ively is p roposed  that  relies on an in teract ion 
be tween  strucutral  and semant ic  processes.  Schemas,  
which encode aspects of discourse structure,  are used 
to guide the generat ion process.  A focusing mechanism 
monitors  the use of the schemas,  providing constraints  
on what  can be said at any point. These mechanisms 
have been implemented  as part  of a generat ion method 
within the context  of a natural  language database  sys- 
tem, addressing the specific p rob lem of responding to 
questions about  database  structure. 

The E N H A N C E  System: Augment ing  a Knowl-  
edge Base for Natural  Language Generat ion 

Kathleen F. McCoy 

A system is described which is able to automatical ly 
create a part  of a da tabase  knowledge representa t ion  
needed for natural  language generation.  The knowl-  
edge base needed to generate  text  length responses to 
quest ions about  a discussion of how par t  of such a 
knowledge base can be itself. The contents  of the 
da tabase ,  however ,  are not enough to ensure that  a 
meaningful  representa t ion  is created.  Three  types of 
world knowledge axioms are based on database  con- 
cepts and can therefore  be easily provided by  the data-  
base manager.  

Reductions in Tree  Replacement  Systems 

Jean H. Gallier and Ronald V. Book 
Technical Report MS-CIS-83-02. 

Certain kinds of Church-Rosser  t ree- rep lacement  sys- 
tems called " reduc t ion  sys t ems"  are studied. Most  
results presented here generalize some results proved 
for string rewriting systems. The concept  of  a tree 
rewrit ing sys tem with a " n o r m "  is in t roduced and 
studied. A new " t ree  reducing machine"  which reduces 
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every input tree to an irreducible tree is defined. As a 
consequence,  when the norm under  considerat ion is 
the size of the tree (the number  of nodes),  the word 
problem for finite Church-Rosser  reduction systems is 
decidable in l inear-time (in the size of the input tree). 
Church-Rosser  monadic reduction systems generalizing 
some monadic Thue systems are also studied. It is 
shown that  every congruence class and every finite 
union of congruence classes defined by such a system 
is accepted  by a determinist ic  bo t tom-up  tree push-  
down automation.  This new form of a tree automat ion 
is briefly studied. 

SCALAR Q U A N T I T Y  I M P L I C A T U R E :  A Strategy 
for Processing Scalar Utterances 

Julia Hirschberg 

Technical Report MS-ClS-83-10. 

To support  coopera t ive  exchanges  natural  language 
interfaces must permit  a wide range of user behavior,  
including indirect responses  to sys tem queries and 
indirect questions f rom the user. In natural ly-occurring 
discourse many such ut terances rely for their interpre- 
tation upon speaker  and hearer  recognizing a common 
scale underlying their contr ibutions.  By extending 
Horn ' s  concept  of scalar quanti ty implicature we may 
derive the basis for a strategy to facilitate system rec- 
ognition, interpretat ion,  and response not only to indi- 
rect answers and indirect questions but also to a wide 
variety of other scalar assertions. 

Understanding Misunderstanding - Recognizing 
and Responding to User Misunderstandings 

Ethel Schuster, Tim Finin 

Technical Report MS-CIS-83-12. 

In designing an interact ive sys tem (such as a HELP 
system or a tutor)  that gives advice or instructions to a 
user, one must cope with a problem that  can seriously 
impair its effectiveness: the user 's  potential  for misun- 
derstanding the system's  advice or instructions. Such 
misunders tandings can occur  at many  points -- for 
example,  where the system has used an everyday term 
in a technical sense or a new term that looks or sounds 
like one the user is already familiar with. If  such mis- 
understandings are not detected and corrected quickly, 
at best, time will be wasted, at worst,  the user will fail 
to achieve h i s /he r  goal. In human interact ions the 
responsibility to recognize and correct  misunderstand-  
ing is shared by the participants.  We are addressing 
the prob lem of enabl ing machines  to take up their 
responsibility in human-machine  interactions. In this 
paper ,  we categorize  causes of misunders tanding in 
human-compute r  dialogues and examine some ways by 
which misunderstandings can be recognized rectified. 

Custom-Made  Responses: Maintaining and Up- 
dating The User Model  

Ethel Schuster 
Technical Report MS-CIS-83-13. 

Effor t s  to develop more  "u se r -o r i en t ed"  h e l p / t u t o r  
systems must include development  of the sys tem's  part  
in the interaction, if they are to succeed. H o w  the 
system behaves  strongly affects  what the user learns, 
how and whether  s / he  achieves h i s /he r  desired goal. 
The paper  is concerned with part  of the system's  be- 
havior -- the language it uses in interacting with its 
users and the effect  that  that  language can have upon 
them. We claim that by maintaining a model of the 
user 's  past experience (and hence h i s /he r  current ex- 
pectat ions)  and by updating this model  as the interac- 
tion proceeds,  the system can tailor its responses to 
the user 's  needs and facilitate h i s /he r  success in learn- 
ing what  was in tended a n d / o r  obta ining appropr ia te  
help. 

Incremental  Partial Matching of Descriptions In 
a Knowledge Representat ion N e t w o r k  

Robert Chaefitz 
Technical Report MS-CIS-83-15. 

This thesis describes a descr ipt ion matcher  for  the 
KL-ONE knowledge represen ta t ion  language that  is 
incremental  and can pe r fo rm partial  matches.  The 
matcher  is incremental  in that it can be suspended at 
any time, producing partial results, and later restarted. 
The matcher  is partial in that  it has a formalism for 
measuring the degree to which two descriptions match.  
Both features are supported by using four different 
scalar metrics for the degree of match  of two descrip- 
tions: a lower bound, an upper  bound,  a base value, 
and a current  estimate.  

BUP - A Bot tom Up Parser 

Timothy W. Finin; Bonnie L. Webber 
Technical Report MS-CIS-83-16. 

BUP is a bo t tom up syntactic analyser that  can be used 
in several ways: as a simple bo t tom up parser  for con- 
text free languages, as a bo t tom up parser  for extend- 
ed phrase structure grammars  (equivalent in power  to 
an ATN), or as a t ransducer  for  either. BUP accepts a 
grammar  and lexicon specified as rules. It will then 
analyse input strings according to those rules, record-  
ing its findings in a chart  and producing all analyses in 
parallel. Rules can be displayed, added or deleted in- 
cremental ly.  BUP provides a small set of tools for  
building structures and specifying tests. 

Logics and Natural Language 

Bonnie Lynn Webber 
Technical Report MS-CIS-83-18. 
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Logic is that  b ranch  of knowledge  concerned  with 
truth and inference - with determining the conditions 
under which a proposi t ion is true or one proposi t ion 
may be inferred f rom others. Such knowledge is essen- 
tial for communicat ion,  since most  of our beliefs about  
the world come not f rom the world, but ra ther  f rom 
what others tell us about  it. Hence,  it is not surprising 
that logic underlies a wide range of current research 
on Natural  Language (NL) interaction with machines.  
However ,  it is not just f i rs t-order  logic (FOL) that has 
been enlisted in this enterprise: other logics have be-  
gun to be used as well. This paper  discusses three of 
them: (1) default  logic, for computing presupposit ions;  
(2) modal logic, for planning ut terances to enlist help; 
and (3) temporal  logic, for offering competen t  data-  
base monitors  and correcting certain user misconcep-  
tions. 

CADRS-A System for the Design of Complex 
Data Structures in Lisp 

Richard J. Duncan 

Technical Report MS-CLS-83-19. 

This thesis describes a project  to design and implement  
a data abstract ion facility for LISP. The result of this 
project ,  the CADRS (Compi le r  for  Access of Da ta  
Regardless of Structure) system, supports  the defini- 
tion, creat ion,  and efficient  manipula t ion  of hybr id  
da t a /p rocedure  structures that closely resemble class 
objects in languages like Simula and Smalltalk. 

The foremost  goal of CADRS is to provide a flexi- 
ble and efficient means of defining data structures and 
hybrid d a t a / p r o c e d u r e  s t ructures  in LISP. Another  
important  goal of CADRS is to provide the functionali- 
ty available in INTERLISP's record package to facili- 
tate a large scale t ranslat ion ef for t  be tween  
INTERLISP and Franz. As such, the CADRS package 
provides: 
- Data  structuring for both  physical and virtual struc- 

tures. 
- Structural inheritance. 
- Procedural  A t t achmen t  (hybrid d a t a / p r o c e d u r e  

structures).  
- Structure- independent  data access. 
- I N T E R L I S P  compatibili ty.  
As a structure compiler ,  CADRS uses the following 
constraints to achieve efficiency: (1) Each data access 
form produced by the compiler  is optimized using a 
s tandard  set of rules for  LISP opt imizat ion;  (2) the 
mechanisms which suppor t  the more expensive fea-  
tures of CADRS are only evoked when these features 
are actually used, and when possible only on a case by 
case basis and (3) package is segmented into compiler  
and run-t ime support  segments allowing the system to 
run with minimal space requirements.  

CADRS Reference Manual  

Richard J. Duncan 
Technical Report MS-CLS-83-20. 

This document  describes version 1.00 of the CADRS 
(Compiler  for Access of Data  Regardless of Structure) 
package  and its implementa t ion  under  F ranz  Lisp 
Opus 37. It  is intended as a reference to the features,  
syntax and functions of CADRS for a reader  who is 
familiar  with the LISP language (Franz,  Maclisp or 
INTERLISP). 

Processing of Sentences wi th  Intra-Sentent ia l  
Code-Switching 

Aravind K. Joshi 
Technical Report MS-CIS-83-23. 

Speakers  of certain bilingual communit ies  systematical-  
ly produce ut terances i n  which they switch f rom one 
language to another ,  possibly several  t imes in the 
course of an ut terance.  The two language sys tems 
systematical ly interact  with each other  in the produc-  
tion (and recognit ion) of these sentences.  We have 
investigated this phenomenon  in a formal  or computa -  
t ional f r amework  which consists of two grammat ica l  
systems and a mechanism for switching be tween  the 
two systems. A variety of constraints  apparent  in these 
sentences are then explained in terms of constraints  on 
the switching mechanism. Constraints  on the switch- 
ing of closed class items appear  pre-eminent ly  in this 
f ramework.  This investigation has relevance to issues 
in processing of monolingual  ut terances.  

H o w  Much Context -Sensi t iv i ty  is Required to 
Provide Structural Descriptions: Tree Adjoining 
Grammars 

Aravind K. Joshi 
Technical Report MS-CIS-83-24. 

Two types of dependencies  are especially important :  
subcategorizat ion and filler-gap dependencies.  Moreo-  
ver, these dependencies  can be unbounded.  One of the 
mot iva t ions  for  t r ans format ions  was to account  for  
unbounded  dependencies .  The so-cal led non-  
t ransformat ional  grammars  account  for the unbounded  
in different ways. In a t ree-adjoining g rammar  (TAG) 
unboundedness  is achieved by factoring the dependen-  
cies and recursion in a novel  and, we believe,  in a 
linguistically interesting manner.  All dependencies  are 
defined on a finite set of basic structures (trees) which 
are bounded.  Unboundedness  is then a corollary of a 
part icular  compos i t ion  opera t ion  called adjoining. 
There are thus no unbounded dependencies  in a sense. 
In this paper ,  we will in t roduce T A G ' s ,  invest igate  
their formal  propert ies ,  and present  some detai led 
linguistic examples.  
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In Response: Next  Steps in Natural Language 
Interaction 

B. L. Webber 
Technical Report MS-CIS-83-27 

In the area of man-machine interaction, Natural Lan- 
guage has so far primarily been used to simplify 
people's access to information. The next step beyond 
simple data access is the kind of cooperative interac- 
tive problem-solving that current expert  systems aspire 
to. But support for problem solving (which includes 
helping the user formulate h is /her  problems) demands 
more in the way of interact ion than just answering 
requests for the factual information. In the first part 
of this paper, we illustrate some of these needed capa- 
bilities. In the remainder, we discuss two of them in 
greater detail: (1) recognizing and responding to user 
misconceptions and (2) getting from users the infor- 
mation needed to help them solve their problems. 

A Modal  Temporal  Logic For Reasoning About  
Change 

Eric Mays 
Technical Report MS-CIS-83-29. 

We examine several behaviors for query systems that 
become possible with the ability to represent and rea- 
son about change in data bases: queries about alterna- 
tive histories, and offers of monitors as responses to 
queries. A modal temporal logic is developed for this 
purpose. A completion axiom for history is given and 
modelling strategies are given by example. 

Monitors As Responses to Questions: Determin-  
ing Competence 

Eric Mays 
Technical Report MS-CIS-83-30. 

This paper discusses the application of a propositional 
temporal  logic to determining the competence  of a 
monitor offer  as an extended response by a question- 
answering system. Determining moni tor  competence  
involves reasoning about the possibility of some future 
state given a description of the current state and possi- 
ble transitions. 

Describing Knowledge from Semant ic  N e t w o r k  

Hassan Ait-Kaci 
Technical Report MS-CIS-83-33. 

This document is a study of linguistic means and stra- 
tegies that a human speaker implicitly uses when pro- 
viding information that is new to h is /her  interlocutor. 
It may lay the ground for the design of an eventual 
interactive computer  system exploiting a knowledge 
base to brief a user in English. The specific work 
reported is an experimental investigation of a natural 
language generation rhetorics in describing knowledge 

encoded as a semantic network. The knowledge repre- 
sentat ion language used is Kl-one,  a data structure 
specfication language defining conceptual  objects or- 
ganized in a network. 

An Efficient Evaluator for At t r ibute  Grammars 
wi th  Conditional Rules 

Jean Gallier 
Technical Report MS-CIS-83-36. 

This paper presents a new efficient evaluator for at- 
tr ibute grammars (circular or noncircular)  allowing 
conditional semantic equations, which generalizes the 
algorithm presented in Jalili's Ph.D thesis. The es- 
sence of the method,  investigated and presented for 
the first time in Jalili (also reported in Jalili and Galli- 
er), is to perform a depth-first  search of the (static) 
reversed dependency  graph associated with a parse 
tree, interleaved with the execution of semantic rules. 
This algorithm is suggested by the standard iterative 
method for solving for least fixed points of continuous 
functionals, and as a consequence,  is correct  with re- 
spect to the fixed point semantics of attribute gram- 
mars. 

The efficiency of the attribute evaluator is achieved 
via two mechanisms: 
(1) As in Jalili, the dependency  graph is not con- 

structed. Instead, it is implicitly represented by 
the semantic tree and the dependency graphs of 
the productions. 

(2) The semantic rules are precompiled as programs 
writ ten in intermediate code called semantic 
modules. 

The algorithm performs a "call by need"  evalua- 
tion, and is optimal in the number  of at tr ibute in- 
stances evaluated. The time and space complexity of 
the evaluator are linear in the number of nodes in the 
parse tree for the input string. 

Proofs in Higher-Order Logic 

Dale A. Miller 
Technical Report MS-CIS-83-37. 

Broadly speaking, this dissertation is an investigation 
of some of the meta theory  for higher-order  logic 
which may be important  to builders of automated  
theorem provers for this logic. In particular, expansion 
trees are defined as generalizations of Herbrand 
instances for  formulas in a nonextensional  form of 
higher-order logic based on Church's  simple theory of 
types. Such expansion trees can be defined with or 
without the use of skolem functions. These trees store 
substitution terms and either critical variables or sko- 
lem terms used to instantiate quantifiers in the original 
formula and those resulting from instantiations. An 
expansion tree is called an expansion tree proof (ET- 
proof)  if it encodes a tautology, and, in the form not 
using skolem functions, an imbedding relation among 
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the critical variables is acyclic. The relative complete-  
ness result for expansion tree proofs not using skolem 
functions,  i.e. if A is provable  in h igher-order  logic 
then A has such an expansion tree proof,  is based on 
Andrews '  formulat ion of Takahast i ' s  proof  of the cut- 
elimination theorem for higher-order  logic. If the oc- 
currences of skolem functions in place of critical varia-  
bles is equivalent to the requirement  that the imbed-  
ding relation is acyclic. This fact  not only resolves the 
open question of what is a sound definition of skolem- 
ization in higher-order  logic but also provides a direct, 
syntactic proof  of its correctness.  

Since subtrees of expansion trees are also expan-  
sion trees (or their dual) and expansion trees store 
substitution terms and critical variables explicitly, ET-  
proofs  can be directly conver ted  into sequential and 
natural  deduct ion proofs.  A naive t ranslat ion will 
of ten produce proofs  which contain a lot of redundan-  
cies and will of ten use implicational lines in an awk- 
ward fashion. An improved translation process is pre- 
sented. This process will produce only focused proofs 
in which much of the redundancy has been eliminated 
and backchaining on implicational lines was automat i -  
cally selected if it was applicable.  The informat ion  
necessary to construct  focused proofs is provided by a 
certain connect ion  scheme,  called a mating,  of the 
boolean  a toms within the tautology encoded  by an 
ET-proof .  Such a translation process could be made 
part  of a very generalized explanation facility. 

This dissertation was submit ted to the Mathemat ics  
Depar tment  of Carnegie-Mellon Universi ty on 27 Au- 
gust 1983 and was writ ten under  the direction of Peter  
Andrews.  

Cooperative Responses to Object-Related Mis- 
conceptions: A Thesis Proposal 

Kathleen F. McCoy 
Technical Report MS-CLS-83-39. 

Because people ' s  knowledge is of ten  partial  a n d / o r  
faulty, it is inevitable that misconcept ions will be re- 
vealed in the course of a conversation.  If recognized, 
the other  person  may  say something to correct  the 
misconception,  and the conversat ion continues. Just as 
this is the case when people interact  with each other, 
so must  it be when users interact  with a compute r  
system. For  example ,  in interact ing with an exper t  
system, a user may reveal misconceptions about  ob- 
jects model led by the system. By failing to correct  
such misconceptions,  the system may not only confirm 
the original misconception,  but may cause the user to 
develop further  misconceptions.  It  must therefore  be 
up to the system to recognize and respond to miscon- 
ceptions in an effective way. 

In this paper  the space of possible object  miscon- 
ceptions is character ized according to the knowledge 
base  feature  involved in the incorrect  informat ion.  

This charac ter iza t ion  is of ten  useful  in de termining 
how the user could have arrived at the response.  Using 
such a characterizat ion and a model  of what  the user 
knows, the system can reason in a domain independent  
way about  how to best  correct  the user. Factors  which 
affect  the amount  of informat ion included in a correc-  
tion (such as discourse and si tuat ional  context )  are 
also examined. 

I:I r~  I:I 

The following abs t rac ts  are f rom Proceedings of  the 
Conference on Applied Natural Language Processing, 
February  1983. Copies of the Proceedings cost $15 
and are available f rom 

Donald E. Walker,  A C L  
Artificial Intelligence Center  
SRI Internat ional  
Menlo Park, CA 94025 USA 

Domain-Independent Natural Language Interfac- 
es: Session Introduction 

Aravind K. Joshi 
Department of Computer and Information Science 
R. 268 Moore School 
University of Pennsylvania 
Philadelphia, PA 19106 
1983 ANLP Conf. Proc., pp. I-2. 

In my comments ,  I will try to summarize  briefly the six 
papers in this session, pointing out some key aspects 
of each contr ibut ion,  listing some c o m m o n  themes,  
and raising some quest ions,  not for  the purpose  of 
criticizing one or another  contr ibution,  but ra ther  for 
the purpose of prodding the authors to discuss these 
questions in their presentat ions.  

Problems in Natural-Language Interface to 
DBMS with Examples from EUFID 

Marjorie Templeton, John Burger 
System Development Corporation 
Santa Monica, CA 
1983 ANLP Conf. Proc., pp. 3-16. 

For  five years the End-User  Friendly In ter face  to Data  
management  (EUFID) project  t eam at System Devel-  
opment  Corpora t ion  has worked  on the design and 
implementa t ion of a Natura l -Language  Interface  (NLI) 
system that  was to be independent  of bo th  the applica- 
t ion and the da tabase  m a n a g e m e n t  system. In this 
paper  we describe applicat ion,  na tura l - language  and 
database  management  problems involved in NLI devel-  
opment ,  with specific reference to the EUFID system 
as an example.  

Introducing ASK, A Simple Knowledgeable 
System 
Bozena H. Thompson, Frederick B. Thompson 
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California Institute of Technology 
Pasadena, CA 91125 
1983 ANLP Conf. Proc., pp. 17-24. 

ASK, A Simple Knowledgeable  System, is a total  sys- 
tem for the structuring, manipulat ion and communica-  
tion of information.  It  is a simple system in the sense 
that its development  concentra ted  on clean engineering 
solutions to what could be done now with good re- 
sponse times. The user interface is a limited dialect of 
English. In contrast  to expert  systems, in which ex- 
perts build the knowledge base and users make use of 
this expert  knowledge, ASK is aimed at the user who 
wishes to create,  test, modify,  extend and make use of 
his own knowledge base. It  is a system for a research 
team, a managemen t  or mili tary staff,  or a business 
office. 

This paper  is designed to give you a feel for the 
general per formance  of the ASK System and overview 
of its operat ional  capabilities. To this end, the movie 
you will see will continue throughout  the talk. Indeed, 
the talk itself is a commen ta ry  on this background  
movie. The movie is bona  fide and in real time; it is 
of the ASK System in action. (Many of the illustra- 
tions f rom the movie are reproduced  in the wri t ten 
paper.)  

A Robust Portable Natural Language Data Base 
Interface 

Jerrold M. Ginsparg 
Bell Laboratories 
Murray Hill, NJ 07974 
1983 ANLP Conf. Proc., pp. 25-30. 

This paper  describes a NL data base interface which 
consists of two parts: a Natural  Language Processor  
(NLP) and a data base application program (DBAP). 
The NLP is a general  purpose  language processor  
which builds a formal representat ion of the meaning of 
the English utterances it is given. The DBAP is an 
algorithm with builds a query in a augmented  relation- 
al algebra f rom the output  of the NLP. This approach 
yields an interface which is both  extremely robust  and 
portable.  

IR-NLI: An Expert Natural Language Interface to 
Online Data Bases 

Giovanni Guida, Carlo Tasso 
Ins t i tu to  di i a temat ica ,  Informatica e Sistemistica 
Universita di Udine 
Via Anton in i ,  8 - 33100 Udine, I ta ly 
1983 ANLP Conf. Proc., pp. 31-38, 

Construct ing natural  language interfaces to computer  
systems often requires achievement  of advanced rea- 
soning and expert  capabilities in addition to basic nat- 
ural language understanding. In this paper  the above 
issues are faced in the f rame of an actual application 
concerning the design of a natural  language interface 
for the access to online information retrieval systems. 

Af ter  a short  discussion of the peculiari t ies of this 
application, which requires both  natural  language un- 
ders tanding and reasoning capabili t ies,  the general  
architecture and fundamental  design criteria of a sys- 
tem present ly  being developed at the Univers i ty  of 
Udine are then presented.  The system, named  IR-  
NLI,  is aimed at allowing non-technical  users to di- 
rectly access through natural  language the services 
offered by online data b~ses. At tent ion is later fo- 
cused on the basic functions of IR-NLI ,  namely, un- 
ders tanding and dialogue, s t ra tegy generat ion,  and 
reasoning.  Knowledge  represen ta t ion  methods  and 
algorithms adopted are also illustrated. A short exam- 
ple of interaction with I R - N L I  is presented.  Perspec-  
tives and directions for future research are also dis- 
cussed. 

T E A M :  A Transportable Natural-Language Inter- 
face System 

Barbara J. Grosz 

Artificial In te l l igence Center  
SRI In ternat iona l  
Men lo  Park, CA 94025 

1983 ANLP Conf. Proc., pp. 39-45. 

A major  benefi t  of using natural  language to access 
the information in a da tabase  is that  it shifts onto the 
system the burden of mediating be tween two views of 
the data: the way in which the data is s tored (the 
"da tabase  v iew")  and the way in which an end-user  
thinks about  it (the "user ' s  view") .  Database  infor-  
mat ion is recorded in terms of files, records,  and 
fields, while natural- language expressions refer  to the 
same information in terms of entities and relationships 
in the world. A major  p rob lem in construct ing a 
natural- language interface is determining how to en- 
code and use the information needed to bridge these 
two views. Current  natural- language interface systems 
require extensive effor ts  by  specialists in natural -  
language processing to provide them with the informa-  
tion they need to do the bridging. The systems are, in 
effect ,  handta i lored to provide access to part icular  
databases.  

This paper  focuses on the problem of constructing 
transportable natural- language interfaces,  i.e., systems 
that  can be adapted to provide access to databases  for 
which they were not specifically handtailored. It de- 
scribes an initial version of a t ranspor tab le  system, 
called TEAM (for Transportable  English Access Data  
Manager ) .  The hypothesis  underlying the research 
described in this paper  is that the information required 
for the adaptat ion can be obta ined through an interac- 
tive dialogue with da tabase  managemen t  personnel  
who are not familiar with natural- language processing 
techniques. 
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Isolating Domain Dependencies in Natural Lan- 
guage Interfaces 

R. Grishman 
Department of Computer Science 
New York University 
New York, NY 10012 
L. Hirschman 
Federal and Special Systems Group 
Burroughs Corporation 
Paoli, PA 19301 
C. Friedman 
Linguistic String Project, NYU 
1983 ANLP Conf. Proc., pp. 46-53. 

Isolat ing the doma in -dependen t  informat ion  within a 
large natural  language sys tem offers  the general  ad- 
vantages of modular  design and greatly enhances the 
portabil i ty of the system to new domains. We have 
explored the problem of isolating the domain depen-  
dencies within two large natural  language systems, one 
for generat ing a tabular  data  base  f rom text 
( " in fo rma t ion  fo rma t t ing" ) ,  the other  for retr ieving 
information f rom a data base. We describe the domain 
information schema which is used to capture  the 
domain-speci f ic  informat ion,  and indicate how this 
information is used through the two systems. 

Knowledge-Based Approaches: Session 
Introduction 

Ivan A. Sag 
Department of Linguistics 
Stanford University 
Stanford, CA 94305 
1983 ANLP Conf. Proc., p. 54. 

The papers in this session touch on several key issues 
of our field that make good sense to address. Bogu- 
raev and Sparck Jones  discuss proper t ies  of sys tem 
design that ensure desirable functioning (e.g., discus- 
sions of modulari ty and portabili ty).  Both Finin and 
Palmer,  and Pazzani  and Engelman touch on compari -  
sons among existing techniques. Montgomery  is con- 
cerned with new problems for theories of representa-  
tion or processing. Lehner t  and Shwartz address as- 
sessing the limitations of existing systems. In some 
cases the contr ibution being made is clear. In other  
cases, I for one find it difficult to assess whether  the 
systems being described do what they do in a princi- 
pled way that will generalize to other applications, or 
in an ad hoc fashion that is devoid of intellectual in- 
terest. In the absence of agreed-upon standards for 
evaluat ing descript ions of such systems,  I can only 
urge both  authors and audience to address the issues I 
have raised, doubtless for the first time, in the oral 
presentat ions and subsequent  discussion. 

Distinguishing Fact from Opinion and Events 
from IVleta-events 

Christine A. Montgomery 

Operating Systems Division 
Logicon, Inc. 
Woodland Hills, CA 
1983 ANLP Conf. Proc., pp. 55-61. 

A major  problem in automatical ly analyzing the text  of 
mili tary messages  in order  to synthesize data  base  
elements  is separat ing fact  f rom opinion, i.e., identify- 
ing factual  s ta tements  versus evaluat ive  c o m m e n t a r y  
such as degree of belief or confidence in the pa rame-  
ters of a particular event,  compara t ive  evaluat ions of 
entities and events,  predictions of future events,  etc. 
This paper  describes a model  which accounts  for the 
range of factual  to evaluative informat ion in the mes-  
sage traffic,  and discusses a means  for  represent ing  
such informat ion  in the context  of an exper imenta l  
system for au tomated  data base generat ion.  

Parsing wi th  Logical Variables 

Timothy W. Finin, Martha Stone Palmer 
Department of Computer and Information Science 
University of Pennsylvania 
Philadelphia, PA 19104 
1983 ANLP Conf. Proc., pp. 62-68. 

Logic based p rogramming  sys tems have en joyed  an 
increasing populari ty in applied AI work in the last few 
years.  One of the contr ibut ions  to Computa t iona l  
Linguistics made by the Logic Programming Paradigm 
has been the Definite Clause Grammar .  In compar ing 
DCG's  with previous parsing mechanisms  such as 
ATN's, certain clear advantages  are seen. We feel that  
the most  important  of these advantages  are due to the 
use of Logical Variables with Unificat ion as the funda-  
mental  operat ion on them. To illustrate the power  of 
the Logical Variable,  we have implemented  an experi-  
mental  ATN system which treats ATN registers as Log-  
ical Var iables  and provides  a unif icat ion opera t ion  
over  them. We would like to s imultaneously encour-  
age the use of the powerful  mechanisms available in 
DCG's,  and demonst ra te  that  some of these techniques 
can be cap tured  without  re ference  to a resolut ion 
theorem prover.  

EXPLORER: A Natural Language Processing 
System for Oil Exploration 

Wendy G. Lehnert 
Department of Computer and Information Science 
Graduate Research Center 
University of Massachusetts 
Amherst,  MA 01003 
Steven P. Shwartz 
Cognitive Systems Inc. 
234 Church Street 
New Haven, CT 06510 
1983 ANLP Conf. Proc., pp. 69-72. 

EXPLORER is a non-fragile ,  " h a n d s - o n "  language 
analysis system that allows oil explorationists with no 
knowledge of computers  or computer  p rogramming to 
create customized maps. Users in Tulsa, Denver ,  and 
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New Orleans current ly  have dial-up access to a 
DEC-20 where  E X P L O R E R  is implemented in TLISP.  

A user converses with EXPLORER about  a desired 
map until both parties have agreed on an adequate and 
unambiguous set of specifications. Another  phone line 
then carries EXPLORER's output  to an IBM 3033 
which runs database retrieval routines on commercial 
well data. When all the information has been secured 
from well data, a graphics system takes over to per- 
form the actual map generation. EXPLORER is cur- 
rently undergoing evaluation, and it is targeted for a 
1983 installation in all regional offices of a major oil 
company for restricted use by geologists and geophysi- 
cists. 

Knowledge Based Question Answer ing 

Michael J. Pazzani, Carl Engelman 
The MITRE Corporation 
Bedford, MA 01730 
1983 ANLP Conf, Proc., pp. 73-80. 

The natural language database query system incorpo- 
rated in the KNOBS interactive planning system com- 
prises a dict ionary driven parser,  APE-II, and script 
interpreter which yield a conceptual dependency con- 
ceptualization as a representat ion of the meaning of 
user input. A conceptual izat ion pat tern matching 
product ion system then determines and executes a 
procedure for extracting the desired information from 
the database. In contrast  to syntax driven Q-A sys- 
tems, e.g., those based on ATN parsers, APE-II is driv- 
en bot tom-up by expectat ions associated with word 
meanings. The processing of a query is based on the 
contents  of several knowledge sources including the 
dictionary entries (partial conceptualizations and their 
expectat ions) ,  frames representing conceptual  depen-  
dency primitives, scripts which contain stereotypical  
knowledge about  planning tasks used to infer states 
enabling or resulting from actions, and two production 
system rule bases for  the inference of implicit case 
fillers, and for determining the responsive database 
search. The goals of this approach, all of which are 
currently at least partially achieved, include utilizing 
similar representat ions for questions with similar 
meanings but widely varying surface structures, devel- 
oping a powerful mechanism for the disambiguation of 
words with multiple meanings and the determination of 
pronoun referents,  answering questions which require 
inferences to be understood, and interpreting ellipses 
and ungrammatical utterances. 

H o w  to Drive a Database Front End Using Gen- 
eral Semant ic  Information 

K. K. Boguraev, K. Sparck Jones  

Computer Laboratory 
University of Cambridge 
Corn Exchange Street 
Cambridge CB2 3QG, England 

1983 ANLP Conf. Proc., pp. 81-88. 

This paper describes a front end for natural language 
access to databases making extensive use of general, 
i.e. domain- independent ,  semantic informat ion for 
question interpretation. In the interests of portability, 
initial syntactic and semantic processing of a question 
is carried out without any reference to the database 
domain, and domain-dependent  operat ions are con- 
fined to subsequent,  comparat ively straightforward,  
processing of the initial interpretation. The different 
modules of the front  end are described, and the 
system's performance is illustrated by examples. 

Handling I l l -Formed Input: Session Introduction 

Ralph M. Weischedel 

Department of Computer and Information Sciences 
University of Delaware 
Newark, DE 19711 
1983 ANLP Conf. Proc., pp. 89-92. 

Suppose we call "normat ive"  any system based on a 
set of constraints  (whether  pragmatic,  semantic,  or 
syntactic).  Input  that violates the constraints  of a 
system could be termed "i l l - formed".  Sondheimer and 
Weischedel (1980)  identify two general classes of 
input appearing ill-formed to a normative system. In- 
put will be called 
absolutely ill-formed, if native speakers generally 

agree that it violates one or more linguistic con- 
straints, or 

relatively ill-formed, if it violates some constraint(s) 
of the computational system, though native speak- 
ers perceive nothing odd about  it. 

Examples of absolute i l l-formedness include mis- 
spellings, mistypings, mispunctuations, tense and num- 
ber errors,  word order  problems, run-on sentences,  
sentence fragments, extraneous forms, and meaningless 
sentences.  Examples of relatively i l l-formed input 
include unknown words and requests that are beyond 
the limits of either the computer  system or the natural 
language interface. 

In natural language access (e.g. English access) to 
information systems, the magnitude of the problem of 
absolute i l l-formedness can be seen in several case 
studies. If one includes telegraphic and elliptical con- 
structions in the class of absolute ill-formedness, then 
case studies reported in Thompson (1980) and East- 
man and McLean  (1981) indicate that as much as 
2 5 %  of queries to quest ion-answering systems are 
absolutely ill-formed. On the other hand, no matter  
how large the dictionary,  grammar,  and underlying 
system, there will always be unknown words and 
phrases (e.g. proper  names) and impossible requests 
(due to user miconceptions of the capabilities of the 
underlying system). 
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The  Fi t ted Parse: 1 0 0 %  Parsing Capab i l i ty  in a 
Syn tac t i c  G r a m m a r  of  English 

Karen Jensen, George E. Heidorn 

Computer Sciences Department 
IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center 
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598 
1983 ANLP Conf. Proc., pp. 93-98. 

A technique is described for  performing fitted parsing. 
After  the rules of a more conventional  syntactic gram- 
mar  are unable to produce a parse for an input string, 
this technique can be used to produce  a reasonable  
approximate  parse that  can serve as input to the re- 
maining stages of processing.  The paper  describes 
how fitted parsing is done in the EPISTLE system and 
discusses how it can help in dealing with many  diffi- 
cult problems of natural  language analysis. 

Uti l iz ing D o m a i n - S p e c i f i c  I n f o r m a t i o n  for  Proc- 
essing C o m p a c t  T e x t  

Elaine Marsh 

Linguistic String Project 
New York University 
New York, NY 10012 
1983 ANLP Conf. Proc., pp. 99-103. 

This paper  identifies the types of sentence f ragments  
found in the text of two domains: medical records and 
Navy equipment  status messages. The f ragment  types 
are related to full sentence forms on the basis of the 
elements  which were regularly deleted. A breakdown 
of the f ragment  types and their distributions in the two 
domains is presented.  An approach to reconstruct ing 
the semantic  class of deleted elements  in the medical 
records is p roposed  which is based on the semant ic  
pat terns  recognized in the domain. 

Scru f fy  T e x t  Unders tand ing:  Design and Imple -  
m e n t a t i o n  of  the  N O M A D  S y s t e m  

Richard H. Granger, Chris J. Staros, 
Gregory B. Taylor, Rika Yoshii 

Artificial Intelligence Project 
Department of Information and Computer Science 
University of California 
Irvine, CA 92717 
1983 ANLP Conf. Proc., pp. 104-106. 

The task of unders tanding  unedi ted naval  ship- to-  
shore messages  is implemented  in the presence  of a 
large da tabase  of domain  specific knowledge.  The 
program uses internal syntactic and semantic  expecta-  
tions to analyze the texts and to correct  errors that  
arise during unders tanding,  such as syntact ic  errors,  
missing punctuat ion,  and errors of spelling and usage. 
The output  of the sys tem is a wel l - formed English 
translation of the message. This paper  describes some 
of the knowledge mechanisms that  have been imple- 
mented in the NOMAD system. 

T e x t  Analysis:  Session In t roduct ion  

Donald E. Walker  

Artificial Intelligence Center 
SRI International 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 
1983 ANLP Conf. Proc., pp. 107-108. 

Text  analysis is a promising area for  applications of 
computat ional  linguistics, with regard bo th  to the pro-  
spects for technological achievement  and to the poten-  
tial benef i ts  that  those ach ievements  can provide.  
Books,  articles, and documents  in text form are a ma-  
jor source of information.  Being able to use comput-  
ers more effectively in the analysis of these materials  
would have significant implications for virtually every 
intellectual activity. Moreover ,  developments  in this 
area are essential if mankind is to take advantage of as 
well as merely to cope with the vast quanti ty of textual 
data  a lready s tored in compu te r - r eadab le  form,  an 
amount  that  is increasing rapidly because of the use of 
compute r -d i rec ted  pho tocompos i t ion  for  pr int ing and 
the practicali ty of optical character  recognit ion techni- 
ques. 

Specia l i zed  I n f o r m a t i o n  Ext ract ion:  A u t o m a t i c  
Chemica l  React ion  Coding f r o m  English 
Descr ip t ions  

Larry H. Reeker 

Department of Computer Science 
Tulane University 
New Orleans, LA 70118 
Elena M. Zamora 
P.O. Box 3554 
Gaithersburg, MD 20278 
Paul E. Blower 
Chemical Abstracts Service 
2540 Olentangy River Road 
P.O. Box 3012 
Columbus, OH 43210 
1983 ANLP Conf. Proc., pp. 109-116. 

In an age of increased at tent ion to the problems of 
da tabase  organizat ion,  retr ieval  p rob lems  and query  
languages,  one of the major  economic  p rob lems  of 
many  potent ia l  da tabases  remains  the ent ry  of the 
original in format ion  into the da tabase .  Special ized 
information extract ion (SIE) systems are therefore  of 
potential  impor tance  in the entry of informat ion that  is 
already available in certain restricted types of natural  
language text. This paper  contains a discussion of the 
problems of engineering such systems and a descrip- 
tion of a part icular  SIE system, designed to ext rac t  
information regarding chemical reactions f rom experi-  
menta l  sect ions of papers  in the chemical  l i terature 
and to produce a data structure containing the relevant  
information.  

A u t o m a t i c  Analys is  of  Descr ip t i ve  T e x t s  

James R. Cowie 
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Computer Centre 
University of Strathclyde 
Royal College, George Street 
Glasgow, G1 1KW. SCOTLAND 
1983 ANLP Conf. Proc., pp. 117-123. 

This paper  describes a system that  a t tempts  to inter- 
pret  descript ive texts without  the use of complex 
grammars.  The purpose of the system is to t ransform 
the descriptions to a s tandard form which may be used 
as the basis of a database system knowledgeable  in the 
subject mat ter  of the text. 

The texts currently used are wild plant descriptions 
taken directly f rom a popular  book  on the subject.  
Propert ies  such as size, shape and colour are abstract-  
ed f rom the descriptions and related to parts of the 
plant in which we are interested. The resulting output  
is a s tandardised hierarchical  s t ructure holding only 
significant features of the description. 

The system, implemented in the PROLOG program-  
ming language, uses keywords to identify the way seg- 
ments of the text relate to the object  described. Infor-  
mation on words is held in a keyword list of nouns 
relating to parts of the object  described. A dictionary 
contains the attr ibutes of ordinary words used by the 
system to analyse the text. The text is divided into 
segments using information provided by conjunctions 
and punctuation.  

About  half the texts processed are correctly ana- 
lysed at present.  Proposals are made for future work 
to improve this figure. There  seems to be no inherent  
reason why the technique cannot  be general ized so 
that  any text  of semi-s tandard  descript ions can be 
automatically conver ted to a canonical form. 

" E x p e r t n e s s "  f r o m  S t r u c t u r e  T e x t ?  R E C O N S I D -  
ER: A D i a g n o s t i c  P r o m p t i n g  P r o g r a m  

Mark  S. Tutt le  

Section on Medical Information Science, A-16 
University of California 
San Francisco, CA 94143 
David D. Sherertz 
Tandem Computers, Inc. 
19333 Vallco Parkway 
Cupertino, CA 95014 
Marsden S. Blois 
Section on Medical Information Science, UCSF 
Stuart  Nelson 
Department of Medicine 
State University of New York 
Stony Brook, NY 11794 
1983 ANLP Conf. Proc., pp. 124-131. 

RECONSIDER is an interact ive diagnostic p rompt ing  
program which uses simple information retrieval tech- 
niques to prompt  a physician regarding possible diag- 
noses,  given a list of posit ive pat ient  findings. Its 
knowledge base consists of " s t ruc tu red  t ex t "  defini-  
tions of 3262 diseases and a synonym dictionary. Pa- 
tient findings, and their synonyms,  are matched against 
inverted files of terms f rom the disease descriptions, 

the number  and selectivity of  the pat ient  findings 
matching terms in a given disease descr ipt ion deter-  
mine the disease's  " sco re" ,  and the matched diseases 
are sorted on this score to form a prel iminary differen- 
tial diagnosis. Definit ions of diseases can be refer-  
enced for viewing by name, or by their position in a 
differential. While its first formal  evaluation is not yet 
complete,  the per formance  of RECONSIDER continues 
to exceed the expectat ions of user and designer alike. 

U s i n g  N a t u r a l  L a n g u a g e  D e s c r i p t i o n s  to  Im-  
p r o v e  t h e  U s a b i l i t y  of  D a t a b a s e s  

Carole D. Hafner, John D. Joyce 

Computer Science Department 
General Motors Research Laboratories 
Warren, MI 48090 
1983 ANLP Conf. Proc., pp. 132-135. 

This paper  describes the REGIS extended c o m m a n d  
language, a relational data language that  allows users 
to name and describe database objects using natural  
language phrases. REGIS accepts mult iple-word phras-  
es as the names of tables and columns (unlike most  
systems, which restrict these names to a few charac-  
ters). An extended command  parser  uses a ne twork-  
structured dictionary to recognize mult i-word names,  
even if some of the words are missing or out of order, 
and to prompt  the user if an ambiguous name is en- 
tered. REGIS also provides facilities for  a t taching 
descriptive text to database  objects,  which can be dis- 
played online or included in printed reports.  Initial 
data f rom a few databases  indicate that  users choose 
to take advantage  of the naturalness  of mul t i -word 
descriptions when this option is available. 

N a t u r a l  L a n g u a g e  T e x t  S e g m e n t a t i o n  T e c h n i -  
q u e s  A p p l i e d  to  t h e  A u t o m a t i c  C o m p i l a t i o n  of  
P r i n t e d  S u b j e c t  I n d e x e s  and for  O n l i n e  Da ta -  
base  A c c e s s  

G. Vladutz 

Institute for Scientific Information 
3501 Market Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19104 
1983 ANLP Conf. Proc., pp. 136-142. 

The nature of the problem and earlier approaches  to 
the automatic  compilat ion of printed subject indexes 
are reviewed and illustrated. A simple method is de- 
scribed for the detect ion of semantically self-contained 
word phrase segments in title-like texts. The method 
is based on a predetermined list of acceptable  types of 
nominative syntactic pat terns  which can be recognized 
using a small domain - independen t  dict ionary.  The 
t ransformat ion of the detected word phrases into sub- 
ject index records is described. The records are used 
for the compilat ion of Key Word Phrase subject  index- 
es (KWPSI). The method has been successfully tested 
for the fully automat ic  product ion of KWPSI-type in- 
dexes to titles of scientific publications. The usage of 
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KWPSI-type display formats  for the enhanced online 
access to databases  is also discussed. 

suits f rom an odd experiment.  I should note that  all I 
had available to me were the abstracts.  

A u t o m a t i c  Represen ta t ion  of the  S e m a n t i c  Rela- 
t ionsh ips  Cor respond ing  to a French Surface 
Express ion  

Gian Piero Zarri 

Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique 
Laboratoire d'lnformatique pour les Sciences de I'Homme 
54, Boulevard Raspail 
75270 FarMs Cedex 06 FRANCE 
1983 AIVLP Conf. Proc., pp. 143-147. 

The work presented here is a preliminary study con- 
cerning the au tomat ic  t ranslat ion of French  natural  
language s ta tements  into the RESEDA semantic  meta-  
language. The text  in natural  language is first 
(pre)processed in order to obtain its syntactic struc- 
ture. The " seman t i c  pars ing"  process  begins with 
marking the " t r iggers" ,  defined as lexical units which 
call one or more of the predicative pat terns  allowed 
for in the metalanguage.  The pat terns obtained are 
then merged,  and their case slots filled with the ele- 
ments  found in the surface structure according to the 
predictions associated with the slots. 

M a c h i n e  Trans la t ion:  Sess ion  In t roduc t ion  

Gary R. Martins 

Intelligent Software, Inc. 
15450 Cohasset Street 
Van Nuys, CA 91406 
1983 ANLP Conf. Proc., p. 148. 

More than two decades ago, scholars of the stature of 
the late Y. Bar-Hillel were stating in detail their per-  
ceptions of the futility of au tomated  language transla- 
tion by the methods  then under development .  Some 
years (and many  "progress  repor t s" )  later, others of 
us came to see that  general  t ranslat ion,  wi thout  the 
benefi t  of a robust  and dominant  semantics and prag- 
matics, was not thinkable. The very slow and scat- 
tered deve lopment  of these latter,  in both  principle 
and substance,  is the most  fundamental  impediment  to 
the computer  manipulat ion of language; in those tiny 
domains where the work has been  done, the results are 
impressive - across a variety of methods.  

Why isn' t  more  of this work being done, with more 
focus? Perhaps  bo th  the potent ia l  marke t  and the 
(mostly military) research sponsors  are awed by the 
magnitude of the challenge, and skeptical of the pay- 
offs. One might envision a world in which, once the 

s k e p t i c i s m  has been  answered,  such answers  would 
stimulate rather  than intimidate research. 

Meanwhile,  we should be busy with other goals in 
mind, of which aids- to-translat ion is an obvious exam- 
ple. Two of the papers before  us describe approaches  
to improving the human translation process. A third 
val iantly wades into the struggle with computa t ion  
semantics. The fourth paper  offers  unsurprising re- 

I nves t iga t ing  the  Poss ib i l i ty  of  a M i c r o p r o c e s s -  
or -Based M a c h i n e  Trans la t ion  S y s t e m  

Harold L. Somers 

Centre for Computational Lingustics 
University of Manchester Institute of Science and 

Technology 
PO Box 88 
Manchester M60 1QD, England 
1983 AIVLP Conf. Proc., pp. 149-155. 

This paper  describes an on-going research project  be-  
ing carried out by staff  and students at the Centre  for 
Computa t iona l  Linguistics to examine the feasibility of 
Machine Translat ion (MT) in a microprocessor  envi- 
ronment .  The system incorporates  as far as possible 
features of large scale MT systems that  have proved  
desirable or effective: it is multilingual, algorithms and 
data  are strictly separa ted ,  and the sys tem is highly 
modular .  P rob lems  of terminological  po lysemy and 
syntact ic  complexi ty  are reduced via the not ions  of 
control led vocabula ry  and rest r ic ted syntax.  Given  
these constraints,  it seems feasible to achieve transla- 
t ion via an ' in ter l ingua ' ,  avoiding any language-pai r  
oriented ' t ransfer '  stage. The paper  concentra tes  on a 
description of the separate  modules in the translation 
process as they are current ly  envisaged,  and details 
some of the problems specific to the microprocessor-  
based approach to MT that  have so far come to light. 

An App l i ca t ion  of M o n t a g u e  G r a m m a r  to 
Eng l ish -Japanese  M a c h i n e  Trans la t ion  

Toyoaki Nishida, Shuji Doshita 

Department of Information Science 
Faculty of Engineering, Kyoto University 
Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 606, JAPAN 
1983 AIVLP Conf. Proc., pp. 156-165. 

Engl ish-Japanese machine translat ion requires a large 
amount  of structural t ransformat ions  in bo th  g rammat -  
ical and conceptual  level. In order  to make its control  
structure clearer and more understandable ,  this paper  
proposes  a model  based on Montague  G r a m m a r .  
Translat ion process is modeled as a data  flow compu-  
tat ion process. Formal  description tools are developed 
and a pro to type  system is constructed.  Various prob-  
lems which arise in this modeling and their solutions 
are described. Results of exper iments  are shown and 
it is discussed how far initial goals are achieved. 

A Sta tus  Repor t  on the  LRC M a c h i n e  Transla-  
t ion  S y s t e m  

Jonathan Slocum 

Siemens Corporation 
Boca Raton, FL 33431 
1983 AIVLP Conf. Proc., pp. 166-173. 
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This paper  discusses the linguistic and computat ional  
techniques employed in the current version of Machine 
Translat ion system being developed at the Linguistics 
Research  Cente r  of the Univers i ty  of Texas,  under  
contrac t  to Siemens AG in Munich, West  Germany .  
We pay part icular  a t tent ion to the reasons for  our 
choice of certain techniques over  other  candidates,  
based on both objective and subjective criteria. We 
then report  the system's  status vis-a-vis its readiness 
for applicat ion in a product ion  envi ronment ,  as a 
means of justifying our claims regarding the practical 
utility of the methods we espouse. 

C o m p u t e r - A s s i s t e d  Trans la t ion  S y s t e m s :  The  
S tandard  Design and a Mul t i - l eve l  Design 

Alan K. Melby 

Linguistics Department 
Brigham Young University 
Provo, UT 84602 
1983 AAILP Conf. Proc., pp. 174-177. 

The standard design for a computer-ass is ted transla- 
tion system consists of data entry of source text, ma-  
chine translation, and revision of raw machine transla- 
tion. This paper  discusses this s tandard design and 
presents an alternative multi-level design consisting of 
integrated word processing, terminology aids, prepro-  
cessing aids and a link to an off-line machine transla- 
tion system. Advantages  of the new design are dis- 
cussed. 

Speech In ter faces:  Session In t roduct ion  

Douglas L. Hogan 

13625 Middlevale Lane 
Silver Spring, MD 20906 
1983 ANLP Conf. Proc., pp. 178-179. 

The speech interface is the natural one for the human 
user and is beginning to be used in a limited way in 
many  applications. Some of these applicat ions are 
experimental;  still others have achieved the status of 
cost-effect ive utility. A brief summary  of the current 
s ta te-of- the-ar t  of speech input and output  is present-  
ed. The two papers in the session represent  specific 
examples  of current  work. Some comments  on the 
need for linguistically oriented development  conclude 
the paper.  

I n te rac t ive  Natura l  Language Prob lem Solving:  
A Pragmat ic  Approach  

A. Biermann 

Department of Computer Science 
Duke University 
Durham, NC 
R. Rodman 
Department of Computer Science 
North Carol ina State University 
Raleigh, NC 27650 

B. Ballard 
CS, Duke 
G. Bilbro 
CS, NCSU 
H. Deas, L. Fineman, P. Fink, K. Gilbert, D. Gregory, 
F. Heidlage 
CS, Duke 
1983 AAILP Conf. Proc., pp. 180-191. 

A class of natural  language processors  is descr ibed 
which allow a user to display objects  of interest  on a 
computer  terminal and manipulate  them via typed or 
spoken English sentences. 

This paper  concerns itself with the implementa t ion 
of the voice input facility using an automatic  speech 
recognizer,  and the touch input facility using a touch 
sensitive screen. To overcome the high error rates of  
the speech recognizer  under conditions of actual prob-  
lem solving in natural language, error correct ion soft-  
ware has been designed and is described here. Also 
described are problems involving the resolut ion of 
voice input with touch input, and the identification of 
the intended referents  of touch input. 

To measure  sys tem pe r fo rmance  we have consid- 
ered two classes of factors: the various conditions of 
testing, and the level and quality of training of the 
system user. In the paper  a sequence of five different 
testing situations is observed,  each one resulting in a 
lowering of system per formance  by several percentage 
points below the previous one. A training procedure 
for potential  users is described, and an exper iment  is 
discussed which utilizes the training procedure to ena- 
ble users to solve actual  non-tr ivial  p roblems using 
natural language voice communicat ion.  

Appl ica t ion  of  the  L iberman-Pr ince  St ress  Rules 
to  C o m p u t e r  Syn thes i zed  Speech 

David L. McPeters 

Bell Laboratories 
Indianapolis, IN 46219 
Alan L. Tharp 
Computer Science Department 
North Caroline State University 
Raleigh, NC 27650 
1983 AAILP Conf. Proc., pp. 197-197. 

Compute r  synthesized speech is and will continue to 
be an important  feature of many  artificially intelligent 
systems. Although current  compute r  synthesized 
speech is intelligible, it cannot  yet pass a Turing test. 
One avenue for improving the intelligibility of comput-  
er synthesized speech and for making it more human-  
like is to incorporate stress pat terns  on words. But to 
achieve this improvement ,  a set of stress predict ion 
rules amenable  to computer  implementat ion is needed. 

This paper  evaluates one such theory for predicting 
stress, that of Liberman and Prince. It first gives an 
overview of the theory and then discusses modifica-  
tions which were necessary for computer  implementa-  
tion. It then describes an exper iment  which was per-  
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formed to determine the model's strengths and short- 
comings. The paper concludes with the results of that 
study. 

The Conference Proceedings listed below are available 
from 

Donald E. Walker, ACL 
Artificial Intelligence Center 

SRI International 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 USA 

AJCL 
17th Annual Meeting, 1979 
18th Annual Meeting, 1980 
19th Annual Meeting, 1981 
20th Annual Meeting, 1982 
21st Annual Meeting, 1983 

ACL Europe 1983 Conference 

$10.00 
$15.00 
$15.00 
$15.00 
$15.00 
$15.00 
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